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ABSTRACT : Conventional culture-based methods of enumerating rumen microorganisms (bacteria, archaea, protozoa, and fungi) 
are being rapidly replaced by nucleic acid-based techniques which can be used to characterise complex microbial communities without 
incubation. The foundation of these techniques is 16S/18S rDNA sequence analysis which has provided a phylogenetically based 
classification scheme for enumeration and identification of microbial community members. While these analyses are very informative 
for determining the composition of the microbial community and monitoring changes in population size, they can only infer function 
based on these observations. The next step in functional analysis of the ecosystem is to measure how specific and, or, predominant 
members of the ecosystem are operating and interacting with other groups. It is also apparent that techniques which optimise the 
analysis of complex microbial communities rather than the detection of single organisms will need to address the issues of high 
throughput analysis using many primers/probes in a single sample. Nearly all the molecular ecological techniques are dependant upon 
the efficient extraction of high quality DNA/RNA representing the diversity of ruminal microbial communities. Recent reviews and 
technical manuals written on the subject of molecular microbial ecology of animals provide a broad perspective of the variety of 
techniques available and their potential application in the field of animal science which is beyond the scope of this treatise. This paper 
will focus on nucleic acid based molecular methods which have recently been developed for studying major functional groups 
(cellulolytic bacteria, protozoa, fungi and methanogens) of microorganisms that are important in nutritional studies, as well as, novel 
methods for studying microbial diversity and function from a genomics perspective. Key Words : Rumen, Microbial, Ecology, 
Ribosomal, Molecular, Functional Analysis

INTRODUCTION

Until recently, knowledge of rumen microbiology was 
primarily obtained using classical culture-based techniques, 
such as isolation, enumeration and nutritional 
characterization, which probably only account for 10 to 
20% of the rumen microbial population. These traditional 
methods are time consuming and cumbersome, but have 
identified more than 200 species of bacteria and at least 100 
species of protozoa and fungi inhabiting the rumen (Orpin 
and Joblin 1997; Stewart et al., 1998; Williams and 
Coleman 1998; White et al., 1999). New DNA-based 
technologies can now be employed to examine microbial 

diversity primarily through the use of small subunit (SSU) 
rDNA analysis (eg 16S and 18S rDNA) and to understand 
the function of complex microbial ecosystems in the rumen. 
Recent reviews and technical manuals written on the subject 
of molecular microbial ecology of animals provide a broad 
perspective of the variety of techniques available and their 
potential application in the field of animal science which is 
beyond the scope of this paper (see Zoetendal et al., 2003, 
2004; Makkar and McSweeney, 2005). This paper will 
focus on DNA based molecular methods which have 
recently been developed for studying major functional 
groups of microorganisms that are important in nutritional 
studies, as well as, novel methods for studying microbial 
diversity and function from a genomics perspective.

EXTRACTION OF DNA FROM RUMEN DIGESTA 
FOR MOLECULAR ECOLOGY STUDIES

Nearly all the molecular ecological techniques analyze 
genomic community DNA directly extracted from samples 
collected from the rumen. As such, extraction of community 
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DNA representing the complete diversity of rumen 
microbial communities is required. Several DNA extraction 
methods, including commercial kits, have been tried on 
rumen samples (Forster et al., 1997; Whitford et al., 1998; 
Kocherginskaya et al., 2001; Krause et al., 2001; Sharma et 
al., 2003), but recently a repeated bead beating plus column 
(RBB+C) method was found to be superior to other 
methods because it improved DNA yields more than 5-fold 
(Yu and Morrison, 2004a). Conceivably, such improvement 
in DNA yields should translate into a better representation 
of community DNA. In future ecological studies of rumen 
microbial communities, representative DNA extraction by 
effective methods, such as the RBB+C method, should be 
employed so that the complete microbial diversity can be 
subsequently revealed by molecular ecology techniques.

MOLECULAR ECOLOGY 
OF RUMEN PROTOZOA

Rumen protozoa are implicated in fiber digestion 
positively (Machmuller et al., 2003) or negatively (Lee et 
al., 2000), in microbial protein turnover (Jouany 1996; 
Williams and Coleman, 1998), modulation of bacterial 
populations (Ronn et al., 2002; Schonhusen et al., 2003; 
Ozutsumi et al., 2005), and association with methanogens 
(Finlay et al., 1994; Kisidayova et al., 2000; Schonhusen et 
al., 2003). Traditionally, the roles that protozoa play in the 
rumen, beneficial or detrimental, were inferred from 
comparisons between faunated and defaunated ruminant 
animals. It has been documented that defaunation results in 
dramatic changes in the overall bacterial and fungal 
populations. Microscopy has been the method of choice in 
identifying and enumerating protozoal populations in rumen 
samples (Dehority, 2003); however, it has inherent 
limitations such as, misidentification and low sensitivity. 
Therefore, molecular techniques have recently been used in 
ecological studies of ruminal protozoa (Karnati et al., 2003; 
Regensbogenova et al., 2004a, b; Shin et al., 2004; 
Sylvester et al., 2004, 2005; Skillman et al., 2006) to better 
support analysis of ruminal protozoa.

The PCR-cloning-sequencing approach was first 
published by Karnati et al. (2003) in direct examination of 
the protozoal diversity in the rumen. They designed 
protozoa-specific primers, which primed PCR amplification 
of only protozoal 18S rDNA from community DNA derived 
from rumen contents. Besides Entodinium, which is 
dominant in the rumen, considerable phylogenetic diversity 
was found from a limited number of sequenced clones. 
However, using the same approach, Shin et al. (2004) 
reported primarily Entodinium-like 18S rDNA sequences. 
Such discrepancy may be attributed to diet, or differences in 
the primer used and samples analysed. Collectively, these 
two studies demonstrated that molecular approaches can be 
adapted to characterize protozoal populations in the rumen 

and ultimately should facilitate reliable and objective 
analyses of rumen protozoa independent from 
morphological examinations.

Alternatively, restriction fragment length polymorphism 
(RFLP) analysis of PCR-amplified 18S rDNA sequences 
was shown to identify different rumen protozoa species 
(Regensbogenova et al., 2004b). However, because the 18S 
rDNA sequences among different protozoa are very similar, 
the phylogenetic resolution of such RFLP analysis remains 
to be determined. Because of the numerical dominance of 
Entodinium species, which can account for as much as 95
99% of rumen protozoa in animals fed high grain diets, 
genus-specific primers, such as those recently published by 
Skillman et al. (2006), may be required to effectively 
examine the complete protozoal diversity in the rumen. 
Moreover, given the high sequence similarity of 18S rDNA 
among different rumen protozoal species, other 
phylogenetic markers of higher sequence divergence, such 
as 28S rDNA or internal transcribed sequences (ITS), 
should be exploited for molecular ecological studies of 
rumen protozoa.

Community profiling by PCR-denaturing gradient gel 
electrophoresis (DGGE) has been widely used in comparing 
multiple bacterial communities (Kocherginskaya et al., 
2001; Yu and Morrison, 2004b). Recently, Sylvester et al. 
(2005) and Regensbogenova et al. (2004) independently 
demonstrated the utility of PCR-DGGE in profiling 
protozoal communities in the rumen and duodenum by 
employing different protozoa-specific primers. They were 
able to show the impact of diets on protozoal diversity, and 
identified the major protozoal species (Epidinium caudatum, 
Entodinium caudatum, and Isotrica prostoma) by 
sequencing rDNA fragments recovered from predominant 
DGGE bands (Sylvester et al., 2004, 2005). However, both 
studies detected only a few species, probably due to the 
dominance of Entodinium species and low sequence 
divergence among different protozoal species. Again, 
phylogenetic markers with greater discriminating power, 
such as the 28S rDNA and/or ITS, probably better serve 
PCR-DGGE analysis of rumen protozoa. Owing to its high 
throughput capability, this approach will probably find 
numerous applications in ecological analyses of rumen 
protozoa to better support future studies on ruminant 
nutrition.

With respect to ruminant nutrition, it is important to 
accurately quantify protozoan biomass in the rumen and its 
passage to the duodenum (Firkins and Yu, 2006). 
Microscopic enumeration of protozoal populations is 
traditionally used in the rumen (Dehority, 2003), but it does 
not allow for measurement of protozoal passage to the 
duodenum, because all protozoal cells are lysed before 
reaching the duodenum (Sylvester et al., 2004, 2005).
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Figure 1. ITS-1 anaerobic fungal-specific amplicons separated on 
a spreadex EL 600 gel for 4.5 h at 55°C. Samples were collected 
from three animals for each dietary treatment R, roughage; G, 
grain; M, roughage and molasses; S, anaerobic fungal marker with 
genus mobility positions indicated.

Protozoal rRNA has been quantified by probe hybridization 
in rumen samples in earlier reports based on the difference 
in fungal and eukaryal 18S rRNA signals (Faichney et al., 
1997; Krause et al., 1999b). Such analysis of rRNA should 
be considered semi-quantitative (Firkins and Yu, 2006). 
Additionally, RNA levels may vary dramatically while the 
protozoal populations remain unchanged. Therefore, rDNA 
was explored as a target and appeared to be a better marker 
that can be accurately and precisely quantified by real-time 
PCR assays (Sylvester et al., 2004, 2005; Skillman et al., 
2006). Carefully prepared real-time PCR standards permit 
quantification of protozoan biomass in the rumen and 
duodenum both in terms of rDNA copy numbers and in N 
mass (Sylvester et al., 2005). However, it should be noted, 
that unlike bacteria which generally have a constant copy 
number of rDNA per cell (though the copy number vary 
among species), rumen protozoa probably vary their 
number of rDNA copies per cell over a life cycle, just as 
other closely related non-rumen protozoa do (Prescott, 
1994). Further, cell sizes vary considerably among, and 
even within, protozoal species (Dehority, 2003). As such, 
more studies are needed to establish the accurate 
correlations between rDNA copies and the protozoal 
biomass.

Recently, Skillman et al. (2006) developed genus
specific primers to enumerate the most abundant protozoa 
in the rumen, Entodinium spp., and demonstrated a real
time PCR method that was reproducible and correlated (r2 = 
0.8) with the conventional cell-count technique. However, 
there are advantages and disadvantages of each of these 
methods. Although microscopic methods are faster and 
more cost-effective, lysed or ingested protozoa are not 
counted. It is also likely that the temperature changes (39°C 
to ambient) associated with sampling can cause lysis of the 
fragile protozoal cells and may therefore underestimate 

protozoal counts. By contrast, the rapid freezing of samples 
for DNA extraction is likely to preserve DNA even from 
lysed protozoal cells. Although real-time PCR is more 
expensive than microscopic counts, it is more sensitive, 
detecting 1-106 protozoa.

ANAEROBIC FUNGI CLASSIFICATION

Anaerobic rumen fungi have been isolated from digesta 
and faeces of numerous herbivores including ruminant and 
monogastric animals. Currently, there are 18 species 
described based on morphology of thallus and zoospore 
ultra-structure. The recent isolation of a new genus, 
Cyllamyces from the faeces of a cow (Ozkose et al., 2001) 
takes the total validly described genera to six. Cyllamyces in 
its morphology is similar to that of the Caecomyces 
producing a bulbous holdfast rather than the rhizoidal 
system produced by the four other genera. Both 
Neocallimastix and Piromyces genera form monocentric 
thallus structures, but can be differentiated by examining 
their zoospore structures with the former producing 
polyflagellate zoospores and the latter producing 
uniflagellate. The genera Orpinomyces and Anaeromyces 
are seen as polycentric thallus forming fungi that produce 
polyflagellate and uniflagellate zoospores respectively. This 
in itself is an oversimplification of the characteristics of the 
fungi as even the monoflagellated species can be found to 
produce bi- or tetraflagellated zoospores (Orpin and Joblin, 
1997) The ability to accurately distinguish and classify 
these fungi in an in vivo environment is difficult due to their 
pleomorphic tendencies, and this is compounded for 
environmental samples where the fungi are intimately 
entwined with plant material. Visual identification also 
relies on the presence of both the mature and zoospore 
stages of the fungi.

DNA-based molecular methods do not depend on the 
culturability of micro-organisms, and therefore offer an 
attractive alternative for the study of complex fungal 
community structures. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes are 
commonly targeted by such DNA-based molecular methods. 
Use of 18S rRNA sequences for comparing rumen fungi is 
of limited use due to the highly conserved nature of 18S 
rRNA sequences in these organisms (97-100% sequence 
identity). Alternatively, the internal transcribed spacer 
region 1 (ITS-1) of the rRNA genes can be used for 
studying genetic diversity. Initially used by Li and Heath 
(1992) the ITS-1 region was found to be capable of 
discriminating between gut fungi to a moderate level of 
resolution, resulting in the formation of two clusters with 
Orpinomyces, Neocallimastix and Piromyces in one cluster 
and Anaeromyces and Caecomyces in the other. Further 
studies performed by Brookman et al. (2000) improved the 
resolution of ITS-1 discrimination when they were able to 
clearly separate the monocentric gut fungi.
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Figure 2. ARISA of rumen samples from animals on different 
diets Angelton grass (A) and oaten hay (B). Numbers along the X- 
axis represent base pairs, while the Y-axis indicates strength of 
fluorescence signal. Peaks marked with an * are seen to differ. The 
expected positions for specific genus are indicated.

The presence of a length-polymorphic region within the 
ITS-1 region of gut fUngi ranging from approximately 220 
bp for Orpinomyces sp. and up to ~280 bp for 
Neocallimastix sp. was first exploited by Nicholson et al. 
(2002). PCR amplification of the length polymorphic region 
using anaerobic fungal-specific primers, followed by 
separation of the PCR products on high-resolution gels was 
shown to be a useful tool for quickly identifying fungal 
members from cattle faecal samples (Denman et al., 2003). 
As members of the same genera tended to have a similar 
length polymorphic region, it was possible to discriminate 
fungal genera based on gel mobilities in high-resolution 
gels (Figure 1).

Further development of this method into an automated 
ribosomal intergenic spacer region analysis (ARISA) assay, 
through PCR using a carboxyfluorescein (FAM) labelled 
primer and then separation of the products using an 
automated sequencer (Figure 2) has led to increased 
throughput capabilities (Fisher and Triplett, 1999).

MONITORING THE PRE-DOMINANT 
CELLULOLYTIC MICROORGANISMS 

OF THE RUMEN

Most research in this field has centred on the role of the 
three predominant fibre degrading bacteria Fibrobacter 
succinogenes, Ruminococcus albus and Ruminococcus 
flavefaciens. In addition to the major cellulolytic bacterial 

populations, the rumen also possesses highly fibrolytic 
anaerobic rumen fungi.

The first quantitative molecular methods to appear for 
monitoring specific populations within the rumen were 
performed employing 16S rRNA probing techniques and 
then later competitive PCR (cPCR) (Stahl et al., 1988; 
Briescaher et al., 1992; Krause et al., 1999a; Lin et al., 
1994; Michalet-Doreau et al., 2001; Weimer et al., 1999; 
Koike and Koybashi, 2001; Ziemer et al., 2002; Koike et al., 
2003a). These studies enumerated bacterial populations 
from animals fed on various diets and at various times per 
day which indicated F. succinogenes as the predominant 
cellulolytic bacteria.

Anaerobic filamentous fugal populations have proven to 
be more difficult to enumerate than bacteria mainly due to 
their dual life stages: a motile free swimming zoospore and 
then a fibre attached mature thallus (Orpin, 1994). Initially, 
enumeration of anaerobic fungi focused on zoospore counts 
(Orpin, 1975). Zoospore counts could not be completely 
extrapolated to thallus forming units, particularly when 
considering polycentric species, which are capable of 
forming new rhizobium from fragments of old 
rhizomycelium in addition to zoospores (Hepsell et al., 
1997). A most probable number (MPN) method of serially 
diluted fungal samples was developed to calculate thallus 
forming units (TFU’s) (Theodorou et al., 1990; Obispo and 
Dehority, 1992). This method revealed that zoospore counts, 
although much more rapid, would underestimate the fungal 
populations of the rumen.

With the advancement of molecular enumeration 
methods, in particular 16S/18S rRNA probing techniques, 
researchers were able to monitor bacterial and fungal 
species within the rumen (Stahl et al., 1988; Dore et al., 
1993). Due to the high level of conservation within the 
fungal 18S rDNA sequence (Bowman et al., 1992), the ITS- 
1 region is a more appropriate target for identification. 
Located between the 18S rDNA and 5.8S rDNA this region 
was identified as containing high level of sequence 
variations and was used for the phylogenetic identification 
of anaerobic rumen fungi (Li and Heath, 1992; Brookman et 
al., 2000).

Real-time PCR is a powerful tool that allows for the 
rapid quantification of a target DNA sequence (Freeman et 
al., 1999). Design of specific primer sets targeted against 
the 16S rDNA and the use of standard curves generated 
from known cell numbers allow for absolute quantification. 
Researchers have shown that this technique can be used 
successfully on nucleic acids extracted from rumen contents 
to monitor microbial populations in the rumen (Tajima et al., 
2001; Ouwerkerk et al., 2002; Klieve et al., 2003; Skillman 
et al., 2006). However, care must be taken when designing 
primers, as Tajima and colleagues (2001) were able to 
demonstrate that the 16S rDNA gene from different rumen 
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bacteria exhibited varying rates of amplification. Standard 
curves generated from pure cultures of the target species 
must also be carefully investigated. Ouwerkerk et al. (2002) 
were able to demonstrate that when the target cells were 
added to fresh rumen fluid prior to DNA extraction they 
were able to obtain more accurate values. Target cells that 
were diluted in buffer without the addition of rumen fluid 
resulted in a standard curve that would have under
estimated the true population within the rumen by 10 fold 
(Ouwerkerk et al., 2002). This is most likely due to 
potential PCR inhibitory compounds that were present 
within the rumen fluid.

The design and use of a SYBR Green real-time PCR 
assay to monitor two fibrolytic bacterial species, F. 
succinogenes and R. flavefaciens and the total anaerobic 
fungal population has also recently been described 
(Denman and Mc Sweeney, 2005, 2006). Standard curve 
generation for anaerobic rumen filamentous fungi cannot be 
accurately performed through serial dilutions, as the fungi 
grow as a non-homogenous culture in liquid media. In 
particular, some polycentric fungal isolates form a thick 
pellicle structure when grown in vitro which is difficult to 
disrupt. To overcome this, standard curves were generated 
based on fungal biomass or crude protein ml-1 with respect 
to cycle threshold values from fungal DNA content.

EXAMINATION OF MICROBIAL DIVERSITY 
IN THE RUMEN BY SERIAL ANALYSIS OF V1 
RIBOSOMAL SEQUENCE TAGS (SARST-V1)

The ruminal microbial community is characterized by 
high cell density (up to 1011 microbial cells per gram or ml 
of rumen sample) complex interactions (White et al., 1999), 
as well as high diversity at low taxonomic levels (species 
and subspecies) and low diversity at phylum level. As 
previously mentioned, a number of studies have examined 
rumen microbial diversity using molecular techniques to 
overcome the limitation of cultivation-based methodologies. 
Exclusively, all recent studies involved cloning and 
sequencing of rRNA (rrs) genes originate from directly 
amplified PCR products from community DNA samples 
(Whitford et al., 1998; Tajima et al., 1999; Tajima et al., 
2000; Koike et al., 2003b; Larue et al., 2004). Although 
these studies have substantially furthered our knowledge of 
bacterial diversity in the rumen, the current one-sequence- 
per-clone approach does not provide large enough datasets 
to support cost-effective, comprehensive analyses of 
microbial communities (Schloss et al., 2004). This is largely 
attributed to the substantial diversity and complexity of 
these microbial communities. Statistically, if a microbial 
community contains 200 species with the most abundant 
and least abundant having 109 and 104 bacterial cells per 
gram of sample respectively, then at least 50,000 random 

rrs clones need to be sequenced in order to have a 50% 
probability of one rrs sequence representing the least 
abundant species (St.-Pierre, personal communication). 
However, almost all studies reported so far involve the 
sequencing of several hundred rrs gene clones from a single 
sample, thus unveiling only a small portion of the complete 
diversity present in the rumen. Despite the recent advances 
in high-throughput DNA sequencing technologies, the time, 
labour and cost limitations associated with the conventional 
one-sequence-per-clone approach prevent any researcher 
from sequencing adequate numbers of clones. This may 
explain why not even a single microbial community, 
including ruminal microbial community, has ever been 
thoroughly characterized even after two decades of 
extensive studies using this approach. More efficient 
methodologies are required to generate adequate rrs 
sequence datasets so that the true bacterial diversity and 
microbiota composition can be determined.

To this end, we recently developed an innovative 
approach (referred to as Serial Analysis of V1 Ribosomal 
Sequence Tags, SARST-V1), which allows for sequencing 
multiple (up to 19) rrs genes per sequencing reaction (Yu et 
al., 2005). The SARST-V1 is an improved version of 
SARST (Neufeld et al., 2004b), which permits efficient 
sequencing of thousands or more 16S rDNA sequences in a 
single experiment. SARST-V1 uses a series of enzymatic 
reactions to amplify and ligate ribosomal sequence tags 
(RSTs) from the V1-regions, which is the most hyper
variable region of rrs (Yu and Morrison, 2004b), into 
concatemers that are subsequently cloned and sequenced. 
This approach offers a significant increase in throughput 
capacity over the traditional one-sequence-per-clone 
approach; up to 19 RSTs can be obtained from each 
sequencing reaction. A lot more bacterial genera, both 
previously described and novel, were also identified in this 
study than in all the previously reported studies combined 
(Yu et al., 2005). As demonstrated previously (Neufeld et al.,
2004),  full-length rrs can also be effectively recovered 
using specific primers designed from the RSTs. Thus, 
comprehensive analysis of microbial community 
composition made possible by new techniques (such as 
SARST-V1) should considerably further our knowledge on 
the functional implications of microbial diversity and 
ecology in the rumen.

RUMEN METHANOGENS

Methanogen 16S-RFLP/riboprinting
Methanogens play a significant part in the biological 

breakdown of organic matter in the digestive tracts of many 
vertebrates and invertebrates, and like eubacteria, 
methanogens have few morphological traits thus making 
them difficult to identify. Prior to the development of 
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molecular-based methods, classical microbiological 
techniques were also used to presumptively identify 
methanogens from the digestive tracts of animals (Miller 
and Wolin, 1986). Now, with the advent of molecular 
technology, a number of methanogen-specific fingerprinting 
assays have been developed with the aim of being more 
simple and rapid than conventional phenotypic 
characterizations.

Hiraishi and his colleagues (1995) were the first to use 
the 16S riboprinting technique for differentiating 
methanogens when they screened several methanogen 
species with eight restriction endonucleases. Their studies 
showed that HaeIII and HhaI differentiated 10 methanogen 
species. Later, Wright and Pimm (2003) improved this 
strategy by screening with 55 additional restriction enzymes. 
They demonstrated that an initial digestion of DNA from 26 
different methanogens with the restriction endonuclease 
HaeIII generated 15 different riboprint sets. Six of the 15 
riboprint patterns representing more than one strain could 
be further differentiated using additional restriction 
endonucleases. Now this simple and rapid method can be 
used to presumptively identify 22 of the 26 diverse strains 
of methanogens belonging to 13 different genera from a 
range of environments. This method has also been used to 
confirm the identity of methanogens isolated in culture, and 
to test the quality assurance of methanogen cultures 
received from overseas suppliers. Moreover, this 16S 
riboprint strategy has been an important first step to 
presumptively identify methanogens from 16S clone 
libraries constructed from rumen contents (Wright et al., 
2004, 2006).

Gene markers for methanogens
As an alternative to the 16S gene, the methyl-coenzyme 

M reductase (mcr) gene has been analysed by phylogenetic 
analysis (Lueders et al., 2001; Luton et al., 2002; Hallam et 
al., 2003), DGGE and RFLP to study and identify the 
methanogen populations in peat bogs in the United 
Kingdom and Finland (Nercessian et al., 1999; Galand et al., 
2002), and more recently in rumen contents (Denman et al.,
2005).  Methyl coenzyme-M reductase is ubiquitous to 
methanogens and is crucial to the terminal step of 
methanogenesis where it is involved in the reduction of the 
methyl group bound to coenzyme-M. Denman et al. (2005) 
analysed the methanogenic diversity within the rumen of 
cattle using the mcrA gene as the phylogenetic marker for 
both control and methanogen-inhibited animals and from 
this gathered information to design quantitative PCR 
(qPCR) primers for monitoring methanogenic populations. 
The qPCR was then used to monitor the effects of the anti- 
methanogenic compound bromochloromethane on the 
methanogen populations within the rumen (Denman et al., 
2005).

Methanogen 16S rDNA clone libraries
With the growing use of molecular techniques to 

investigate complex microbial systems, the application of 
these methods has proven to be very effective for the 
characterization of methanogen diversity in the rumen (Lin 
et al., 1997; Tokura et al., 1999; Yanagita et al., 2000; 
Tajima et al., 2001; Whitford et al., 2001; Irbis and Ushida, 
2004; Regensbogenova et al., 2004; Skillman et al., 2004; 
Wright et al., 2004, 2006), especially by the generation of 
16S rDNA clone libraries. These libraries have been 
extensively used to examine methanogen diversity in 
domestic livestock from Australia (Wright et al., 2004,
2006),  Canada (Whitford et al., 2001), Japan (Tajima et al., 
2001) and New Zealand (Skillman et al., 2004). The main 
steps of 16S rDNA library generation and analysis have 
been discussed in detail elsewhere (Wright et al., 2005). 
Briefly, 16S or 18S rDNA sequences are PCR amplified 
from genomic community DNA with primers that are 
specific for either bacteria, archaea, fungi, or protozoa. The 
number of cycles needs to be low (i.e. 10 to 12 cycles) to 
avoid preferential amplification of certain templates and/or 
chimeric molecule formation (Wintzingerode et al., 1997; 
Bonnet et al., 2002).

In the most extensive methanogen 16S clone library 
study undertaken thus far, Wright et al. (2004) examined 
733 clones from two year old Merino sheep in Western 
Australia and found that three Methanobrevibacter strains, 
SM9, M6 and NT7, accounted for more than 85% of the 
clones. In contrast, the same three strains accounted for 
only 9% of the 78 clones from five year old mature Merino 
sheep in Queensland. Such marked differences in ovine 
rumen methanogen diversity between these two studies 
from opposite sides of Australia are likely to be explained, 
in part, by diet. However, other factors such as the 
environment, fitness, genotype, and age of animal could 
also have an effect on the microbial diversity.

16S clone libraries have also uncovered a myriad of 
sequences representing uncultured archaea which were 
previously thought to be atypical for the rumen 
environment (Tajima et al., 2001; Irbis and Ushida, 2004; 
Shin et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2004). A recently published 
study by Wright et al (2006), revealed the largest assortment 
of uncharacterised archaeal sequences ever identified from 
the ovine rumen. Eighteen unique phylotypes (63 clones) 
clustered within a strongly supported phylogenetic group 
along with a novel sequence from pig manure storage pits 
(Snell-Castro et al., 2005), two novel sequences from sheep 
in Western Australia (Wright et al., 2004), three novel 
sequences from Holstein cattle in Japan (Tajima et al., 
2001), and several novel sequences from rumen protozoa 
that had been isolated from a goat (Irbis and Ushida, 2004). 
The sister group to this distinct clade is a branch containing 
the thermophilic archaea, Thermoplasma acidophilum and
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published studies of gene expression in rumen 
microorganisms under either in-vitro or in-vivo conditions 
(Bera-Maillet et al., 2004; Krause et al., 2005). Gene 
expression studies are less developed than DNA-based

I 12C-labelled DNA

1 菖 13C-labelled DNA

Figure 3. Cesium chloride gradient of DNA extracted from a 
mixed culture grown on a 13C-labelled substrate.

Thermoplasma volcanium (order Thermoplasmatales).
Attempts to cultivate archaea belonging to this newly 

discovered group are needed, as well as further studies to 
examine the effect of environment, genotype, and age of 
animal on methanogen diversity in ruminant livestock.

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF 
THE RUMEN ECOSYSTEM

Over the last decade, molecular ecology studies of the 
rumen microbiota have focussed almost entirely on 
identifying and enumerating populations. These studies 
have relied primarily on DNA-based analysis of the SSU 
rDNA. While these analyses are very informative for 
determining the composition of the microbial community 
and monitoring changes in population size, they can only 
infer function based on these observations. The next step in 
functional analysis of the ecosystem is to measure how 
specific and/or predominant members of the ecosystem are 
operating and interacting with other groups. Progress in this 
area has been slow compared with the structural analysis of 
the ecosystem. However, recent developments in the use of 
stable isotopes to target microorganisms which utilise 
specific substrates in-situ have the potential to revolutionise 
our understanding of the key members involved in 
important metabolic pathways of the ecosystem 
(Radajewski et al., 2000).

In some cases the identity of important functional genes 
is already known and direct measurement of the expression 
of these genes can be used to monitor ecosystem-function. 
Gene expression can be sensitively analyzed by 
amplification of messenger RNA (mRNA) using reverse 
transcription-PCR (RT-PCR). Currently there are few 

analysis of community structure due to the inherent 
problems involved in extracting high quality RNA from 
digesta, and priming cDNA synthesis from bacterial mRNA 
that lacks a polyadenylated tail. RT-PCR requires the 
activities of reverse transcriptase (RTase) in making the 
complementary DNA (cDNA) from the template mRNA. A 
detailed description of the techniques involved in 
performing gene expression analysis for ruminant 
applications are described by Yu and Forster (2005). These 
techniques can be applied to studies of single genes or 
many genes in samples from pure cultures or complex 
microbial communities. The abundance of particular mRNA 
can be quantified by real-time RT-PCR or by using DNA 
microarrays. Quantitative real-time RT-PCR for gene 
expression analysis is similar in principle to real-time PCR 
for enumeration of microbial populations once cDNA 
template is synthesised from mRNA transcript (Yu and 
Forster, 2005). Until recently, DNA microarrays have been 
used mainly in biomedical research to study gene 
expression in eukaryotic cells of animals and yeasts because 
the techniques for mRNA extraction, purification and 
cDNA synthesis are well developed for eukaryotes. DNA 
expression arrays for prokaryotes have been used 
successfully for studying the genome of a single organism 
and these techniques have now been applied to complex 
microbial ecosystems (Dennis et al., 2003).

The limitation of many of the current methods in 
molecular microbial ecology is that they are dependant 
upon DNA sequence information from isolated 
microorganisms or from 16S rDNA clone libraries. This 
information represents only a small fraction of the 
microorganisms present in the gut ecosystem and also it is 
difficult to apply in terms of functional analysis. This 
limitation is currently being addressed by the application of 
the technique called “stable isotope probing” (SIP) which 
uses stable isotope labelled growth substrates (e.g. 13C- 
labelled) to reveal the identity and function of predominant 
members of a mixed community that are metabolically 
active in utilising a particular growth substrate (Radajewski 
et al., 2000, 2004). The principle behind this technique is 
that the nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) from an organism 
which is actively utilising the labelled substrate become 
enriched with the label from the substrate. The label 
enriched nucleic acid (eg highly labelled ‘heavy’ DNA) can 
then be separated from the unlabelled ‘light’ DNA 
following density-gradient centrifugation (Figure 3).

The technique has also been applied to RNA labelling 
and recovery (Lueders et al., 2004; Manefield et al., 2002). 
The recovered ‘heavy’ DNA or RNA which represents the
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Table 1. Commonly used DNA-based techniques that can be used to describe changes in the rumen microbial ecosystem

Method Application Advantages Disadvantages
Restriction Fragment Fingerprinting of isolates Rapid screen for identifying and Broad based screen which does not
Length Polymorphisms 
(RFLP’s)

and microbial communities grouping similar organisms provide specific identity

Oligonucleotide probe Enumeration of microbial Quantitative and specific Laborious
hybridization populations at varying levels 

including domain, phylum, 
species

Probes based on phylogenetic 
sequence database

Quantitation expressed as % of total 
population and not absolute numbers

Fluorescence in situ 
hybridization

Enumeration of 
microrganisms in situ within 
their environment

Visualise culturable and 
unculturable microrganisms 
spatially in relation to substrate 
and other community members

Laborious and quantitation is difficult

16S/18S rDNA clone Identify the predominant Unculturable and culturable Laborious and not quantitative.
libraries microrganisms in a 

microbial community
organisms can be identified from 
sequence analysis of cloned small 
sub unit ribosomal genes

Sometimes, only predominant organisms 
are identified

Denaturing Gradient Fingerprint pattern analysis Culturable and unculturable Laborious
Gel Electrophoresis of changes mixed microbial organisms identified Sometimes, only predominant organisms
(DGGE) and 
Single Stranded 
Conformational 
Polymorphisms

community composition Microbial community 
composition can be determined by 
pattern analysis at domain, 
phylum and species level

identified

Quantitative real time Quantitative estimates of Rapid quantitative method for Technique is based on small sub unit
Polymeriase Chain microbial populations at the estimating discrete population in a ribosomal sequence identity of
Reaction (qPCR) domain, phylum, species and 

sub-species level
mixed environmental sample previously sequenced cultured organisms 

and clone libraries
Quantitative real time Quantitative estimates of Rapid quantitative method for Global analysis of gene expression in
reverse transcriptase 
Polymeriase Chain 
Reaction (qRT-PCR)

microbial gene expression in 
complex microbial 
populations

estimating expression levels of 
single or select number of 
important genes in a mixed 
environmental sample

complex ecosystem not possible

DNA phylogenetic Semi-quantitative estimates Rapid method for monitoring Not quantitative
microarray of microbial populations at 

the domain, phylum, species 
and sub-species level

gross changes in major 
populations in a complex 
ecosystem

Lower sensitivity and specificity than 
qPCR

DNA expression array Semi-quantitative estimates 
of microbial gene expression 
in complex microbial 
populations

Rapid method for monitoring 
gross changes in gene expression 
of large numbers of genes from 
multiple organisms in a complex 
ecosystem

Not quantitative
Lower sensitivity and specificity than 
qPCR

Stable isotope probing Identification of a 
metabolically active 
microbial group

Culturable and unculturable 
organisms that are involved in a 
particular metabolic process can 
be distinguished from the general 
microbial community

Not quantitative. Culture conditions may 
bias for growth of organisms that are 
not the main group responsible for the 
metabolism under normal conditions in 
the ecosystem

nucleic acids from the populations that are involved in 
utilisation of the labelled substrate can then be analysed for 
identity, gene architecture and expression using standard 
molecular ecology tools. A significant advantage of SIP is 
that the heavy isotope enriched nucleic acid will contain the 
entire genome of functionally active members of the 
community which can be cloned into fosmid vectors and 
analysed for specific functional genes or amplified with 16S 

rDNA primers to determine identity of the organisms (Gray 
and Head, 2001). One limitation of the technique is that it is 
often necessary to provide large amounts of the labelled 
substrate combined with long incubation times (e.g. several 
days) to ensure sufficient uptake and labelling of the DNA 
to enable separation of recoverable amounts of labelled 
nucleic acid.

The SIP method therefore depends on the incorporation 
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of significant amounts of heavy isotope into the nucleic 
acids which means that these experiments are often 
performed as in-vitro fermentations. These conditions 
impose some limitations on the technique since in-vitro 
growth and excessive substrate may introduce biases and 
enrich for a population that is not representative of the 
functionally active organisms in the rumen.

CONCLUSION

As we embrace DNA-based technology, it is apparent 
that techniques which optimise the analysis of complex 
microbial communities rather than the detection of single 
organisms will need to address the issues of high 
throughput analysis of many primers/probes in a single 
sample. These technologies have the potential to 
revolutionize the understanding of rumen function and will 
overcome the limitations of conventional techniques, 
including isolation and taxonomic identification of strains 
important to efficient rumen function. The future of rumen 
microbiology research is dependant upon the adoption of 
these molecular research technologies to answer different 
questions about rumen ecology (Table 1). However, the 
challenge is in how these technologies can be used to 
improve ruminant production through a better 
understanding of microbial function and ecology.
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